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A quantum field model that incorporates Bose-condensed systems near their phase transition into
a superfluid phase and velocity fluctuations is proposed. The stochastic Navier-Stokes equation is
used for a generation of the velocity fluctuations. As such this model generalizes model F of critical
dynamics. The field-theoretic action is derived using the Martin-Siggia-Rose formalism and path
integral approach. The regime of equilibrium fluctuations is analyzed within perturbative renormal-
ization group method. The double (, δ)-expansion scheme is employed, where  is a deviation from
space dimension 4 and δ describes scaling of velocity fluctuations. The renormalization procedure
is performed to the leading order. The main corollary gained from the analysis of the thermal
equilibrium regime suggests that one-loop calculations of the presented models are not sufficient to
make a definite conclusion about the stability of fixed points. We also show that critical exponents
are drastically changed as a result of the turbulent background and critical fluctuations are in fact
destroyed by the developed turbulence fluctuations. The scaling exponent of effective viscosity is
calculated and agrees with expected value 4/3.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-equilibrium physics [1, 2] constitutes an interest-
ing research topic to which a lot of effort has been de-
voted in last decades. In general such problems are dif-
ficult to solve exactly. However, a great simplification
is possible near continuous phase transitions where new
symmetry related to scale invariance appears. An im-
mediate hallmark of it is divergence of the correlation
length, which results into an importance of fluctuations
on all length scales. The system then effectively forgets
about microscopic details and can be described by a few
coarse grained quantities.
The liquid-vapour critical point, λ-transition in super-
fluid helium 4He and transition between ferro- and para-
magnetic phase near Curie temperature in ferromagnetic
materials belong to famous examples of continuous phase
transitions. From an experimental point of view [3] a spe-
cial role is devoted to the phase transition of 4He where
one can approach criticality closer than in any other sys-
tem. However, special techniques have to be applied
in order to overcome slow dynamic transitions. Inter-
ests in the theoretical investigation of Bose-condensates
in the superfluid state retrieve attention after recent ex-
perimental achievements in condensation of diluted inert
gases [4]. Superfluidity appears at the phase transition
lambda point, where the viscosity of the fluid vanishes
[5, 6]. However, the critical dimension of the viscosity
coefficient, i.e. the law defining its behavior in the limit
ν → 0, is not determined yet. This drawback is explained
by the fact that traditionally the critical dynamics in the
vicinity of the lambda point is described by model E or
F in the standard terminology [7]. In the framework of a
traditional construction of aforementioned models the ve-
locity, whose dynamics is described by the Navier-Stokes
equation, is infrared (IR) irrelevant. As a result, the vis-
cosity drops out and clearly cannot be analyzed.
From classical theory of fluids [8, 9] it is well-known
that vanishing viscosity leads to the phenomenon of tur-
bulence. A genuine property of turbulent flows with con-
tinuous phase transition is scale invariance. In an inertial
interval power laws are generically observed and indepen-
dent of viscosity (second Kolmogorov hypothesis). These
findings are corroborated in the celebrated Kolmogorov
works [10, 11].
A phenomenon of turbulence has been discovered and
lately analyzed also in other than its original context,
among others in high energy physics [12–19], inflation
cosmology [20–22], ultracold gas [23] or quantum turbu-
lence (QT) [24–28]. Due to a progress in experimental
methods the latter was studied also directly [29–32]. For
the turbulence in superfluids the quantum effects are of
utmost importance. From a theoretical point of view the
zero temperature (ground state) of bosonic superfluid is
well described by the non-linear Schro¨dinger equation,
also none as Gross-Pitaevskii equation [33, 34]. Different
theoretical techniques [35] can be employed in order to
study QT. Various aspects in connection with turbulence
were recently analyzed [26, 36–38].
A common feature of all these studies is a concentra-
tion on the quantum state of the superfluid state and
thus operate well below the critical temperature (to the
left from λ-line). We would like to point out that our aim
is to study behavior of phase transition in liquid helium
above critical temperature, where all quantum effects can
be neglected. According to the classical work on critical
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2dynamics [7] to a given static universality class, different
dynamic classes can be assigned. At the present time,
there is no general consensus which dynamic model (E
or F) is genuine from the point of view of experimentally
measurable quantities. Both models E and F are devel-
oped from model C [7, 39] by adding new interaction
terms. Model F reduces to model E as an appropriate
coupling constant (g2 in our notation) equals zero. In the
corresponding static model, one of theω indices coincides
directly with the famous, experimentally measurable in-
dex α [39]. The index α was calculated in the frame-
work of the renormalization group approach (RG) using
resummation procedure [40] up to the four-loop pertur-
bation precision and was measured in the famous Shuttle
experiment [41]. The present-day value α = −0.0127 is
generally accepted. The negativity of the index α en-
sures g∗2 = 0 for the stable fixed point. That means that
the stability of model E can be considered as a particular
realization of model F.
In vicinity of a critical point the correlation length di-
verges. Due to the small value of viscosity any small
velocity fluctuation can be considerably enhanced and
thus large Reynolds number is to be expected. Accord-
ing to Kolmogorov hypothesis [10, 11] there is an inertial
interval in which transfer of energy from large to small
scales takes place. In this interval homogeneous isotropic
turbulence is realized. We would like to make an impor-
tant note with respect to a turbulent regime. We assume
that there is large scale behavior of the fluid near the
outer boundary of the system. One can imagine that
some large vortex of the system size is created, i.e., that
energy is pumped into a system at L → ∞ scales. The
injected energy is then transported via non-linearities in
Navier Stokes equation from the outer to smallest scales.
This transport takes place in aforementioned inertial in-
terval where scaling behavior is observed [8]. In what
follows we employ the perturbative RG technique in or-
der to gain information about these velocity fluctuations
on the critical behavior. It is possible to proceed along
different ways. One that is more difficult is based on the
analysis of composite operators [39]. As was mentioned
in [42] composite operators corresponding to the velocity
field are very complicated objects already in model E.
Also IR irrelevance for model F has been demonstrated
only for small values of . Multiloop calculations of com-
posite operators with subsequent resummation is even
more complicated task than the standard calculation of
beta functions and critical exponents. After initial efforts
in the 1970-80s in the theory of critical phenomena we
are not aware of any other work whose aim is similar.
It is very probable that this remains so also in the near
future. We address this question from a different point
of view. Instead of using only one expansion parameter
(deviation from upper critical dimension) we introduce
an additional one related to the scaling of a fluctuating
velocity field. Our approach is motivated by other works
[43–45] in which this technique has led to new and in-
teresting results. After successful renormalization we set
expansion parameters to their physical values, which is a
common procedure in perturbative RG approach [39, 46].
For a complete solution of our problem it is necessary to
perform multiloop calculation and subsequent resumma-
tion of diagrams using RG equations. Though feasible
and simpler than computation of composite operators, a
multiloop calculation is well beyond a scope of this work.
At this place it is advantageous to make an important
remark. There exist two RG fixed points in the dynamic
model E, which are candidates to the possible IR stable
regimes (see, e.g., [39]). On one hand, two-loop calcula-
tions [47] do not lead to the decision how to choose the
true fixed point because of the lack of accuracy in the
ω calculation. On the other hand, the value of the ω
index depends on the chosen dynamic model. For the
same fixed point the ω value obtained in the framework
of model F can differ from the analogous ω in model E.
Moreover, an inclusion of hydrodynamic fluctuations can
enhance this difference.
Model E with activated hydrodynamic modes was pro-
posed and investigated by the RG method in [48]. Par-
ticularly, hydrodynamic modes were shown to give sig-
nificant contributions to the ω index, which is crucial for
a general stability analysis. Therefore, an investigation
of the most general model F extended by velocity fluctu-
ations is highly actual and desired. By the word general
we would like to stress that model F contains all possible
relevant terms, in which all IR irrelevant terms have been
dropped.
This work is organized as follows. In Section II, we
overview model F in the framework of the microscopic
description. In Section III, the dynamic equations for
the most general case are derived. The stochastic model
given by these equations, stochastic Navier-Stokes equa-
tion, and suitable asymptotic and retardation conditions
are reformulated as an effective field-theoretic model with
Martin-Siggia-Rose action [49] and subsequently ana-
lyzed. The ultraviolet (UV) renormalization of the model
and the elaborated algorithm for the calculation of the
renormalization constants are described in Section IV.
The fixed points of the renormalization group approach
(RG) are calculated and classified together with their sta-
bility regions and possible scaling regimes in Section V.
The conclusions and results of the one-loop calculations
of Feynman graphs are presented in Sections VI and VII,
respectively.
II. MICROSCOPIC BACKGROUND OF THE
STANDARD F MODEL
The microscopic background of critical dynamics for
superfluid Bose-condensed systems was considered pre-
viously in [50]. The large scale effective model and cor-
responding stochastic equations were described directly
in the framework of time dependent Green functions at
finite temperature. From a microscopic point of view it
was the case of model F that needs activation of hydro-
3dynamic modes. In this section, we present the basic
arguments in order to account for them. Besides, it is
useful to give a physical meaning of the fields and pa-
rameters of the model.
Let us start with the action for a quantum-field model
[51]
S = ψ+
(
∂τ − ∆
2m0
− µ
)
ψ+
λ
2
(ψ+ψ)2. (1)
Here ψ+(x, τ)−, ψ(x, τ)−fields appear as a path inte-
gral representation of quantum-field operators for Bose-
particles, x is a d-dimensional coordinate, τ is a com-
plex parameter whose real and imaginary parts are con-
structed in the time variable and the temperature. The
symbol ∆ is the coordinate Laplace operator ∂2≡ ∂ · ∂,
m0 is a particles mass, and µ is a chemical potential. The
local ”density-density” form of the interaction, whose in-
tensity is given by the coupling constant λ, is a usual but
not essential approximation. All necessary integrations
in x and τ are implied. We will not discuss here the
integration contour in the τ plane [52] because it is not
essential for our analysis.
Let us introduce a cutoff parameter Λ dividing the full
momentum space p ∈ Rd into small and large momentum
regions, |p| < Λ and |p| ≥ Λ, respectively. By analogy
with the Brownian motion, the large scale phenomena
are macroscopic in nature and form a mean field, just as
small scale phenomena are responsible for stochasticity.
So one divides the initial field variables into the hard
and soft components (the momentum representation is
assumed)
ψ(p, τ) = φ+ ξ,
φ = ψ(p, τ)θ(Λ− |p|), ξ = ψ(p, τ)θ(|p| − Λ)
and analogous relations for ψ+ field.
The average value of the field is considered to be an
order parameter for the given dynamic model of critical
phenomena [7, 39]. Let us introduce the notation 〈...〉
to describe averaging with respect to the soft fields with
exp(−S) serving as a distribution function. The averag-
ing with respect to the hard fields ξ, ξ+ is postponed, the
related terms will be responsible for the random force in
the stochastic equations. The dynamic equation for the
soft mean fields φ,φ+ can be written with the help of
the Schwinger-Dyson equation(
∂τ +
∆
2m0
+ µ
)
〈φ+〉 = λ〈φ+φφ+ + 2λ〈φ+〉ξξ+
+ λ〈φ〉ξ+ξ+ + λ〈ξ+ξξ+〉. (2)
An analogous complex conjugated equation with simul-
taneous change of the sign at the ∂τ -term is also satisfied.
We observe that the term 〈ξ+ξξ+〉 takes a form of an
additive random force for the soft fields. Such systems are
successfully described by the functional Legendre trans-
formation [53]. Let us introduce α,α+ fields by α ≡ 〈φ〉,
α+ ≡ 〈φ+〉 and let Γ(α,α+) be a functional which is ob-
tained by the standard Legendre transformation of the
generating functional for connected graphs. In terms of
the fields α,α+ Eq. (2) takes the form
(∂τ + ∆/2m0 + µ)α
+ = λαα+α+ + λξξ+ξ+
+ λ(2α+ξξ+ + αξ+ξ+ + 2K1α+ +K2α+ L), (3)
where the following Feynman diagrams appear
K1 = , K2 = , L = . (4)
In a sense, Eq. (3) is an extended Gross–Pitaevskii
equation with a random microscopic force λξξ+ξ+ and
additional loop terms. Graphs in Eq. (4) are constructed
from full vertices denoted as Γ3 ≡ δ3Γ/(δα)3 with all
possible cross symbols arrangements at the variating α
fields. The propagator lines are connected graphs of the
correlators 〈φφ〉, 〈φφ+〉, 〈φ+φ〉, 〈φ+φ+〉 with the cross
marked φ+ fields. The matrix of propagators is deter-
mined by (−Γ2)−1, where (−Γ2) is hermitian matrix with
the elements
− δ
2Γ
δα2
= λα+2 + λξ+2 + loop terms,
− δ
2Γ
δα+δα
= −∂τ − ∆
2m0
− µ+ 2λm+ loop terms,
where m ≡ 〈ψ+ψ〉 = α+α + ξ+ξ + K1. The explicit
expressions for the loop contributions can be found in
[50].
The field m corresponds to a linear combination of in-
ternal energy and density of models E and F [3, 7]. Its
dynamic equation has obviously the following form:
∂τm = 〈ψ+∂τψ+ψ∂τψ+〉 =
〈
ψ
∆
2m0
ψ+
〉
−
〈
ψ+
∆
2m0
ψ
〉
that can be rewritten in terms of α+, α variables as fol-
lows:
2m0∂τm = α
+∆α− α∆α+ + − +
+ (ξ+∆ξ− ξ∆ξ+). (5)
The ∆ symbol in the loop contributions denotes the
Laplace operator. An analogous equation is fullfilled by
the local energy density, i.e., by the quantity ∂iψ
+∂iψ.
Moreover due to presence of two derivatives one can ar-
gue that it is in fact less relevant from the RG point than
the field m.
Equations (3) and (5) can be rigorously reduced to the
usual stochastic equations of model F [50]. To this end,
one needs to consider the loop contributions in a pertur-
bative fashion and expand all obtained diagrams in fields,
external momenta and frequencies as in the usual theory
4of critical phenomena. In general, the probability distri-
bution of random forces is not Gaussian. Nevertheless,
in the critical region it can be reduced to the white noise.
In order to comply with the standard notation of
model F, we rename the α, α+ fields as ψ, ψ+.
III. THE ACTION AND DYNAMICS OF
MODEL F WITH HYDRODYNAMIC MODES
ACTIVATED
A standard way for constructing models of critical dy-
namics is based on the Poisson bracket construction [3, 7]
using the correspondence principle. This method can be
used to derive equation of motion for macroscopic observ-
ables that have their microscopic counterparts. When
this is not the case (e.g. entropy) one must proceed in
a different fashion and employ symmetry operations and
related group generators to derive the Poisson brackets.
In this work we rely on the latter approach, whose details
are discussed in [39].
In the terminology proposed in [7] model F of critical
dynamics is described by the order parameter of con-
jugated fields ψ(x, t), ψ+(x, t) that are averages of the
Bose-particle field operators, an external magnetic field
h0(x, t), and a field m(x, t) connected with temperature
fluctuations in the system. The dynamics of all these
fields is given by the Langevin equations
∂tψ = fψ + λ0(1 + ib0)
δSF
δψ+
+ iλ0g03ψ
δSF
δm
,
∂tψ
+ = f+ψ + λ0(1− ib0)
δSF
δψ
− iλ0g03ψ+ δSF
δm
,
∂tm = fm − λ0u0∂2
(
δSF
δm
)
+ iλ0g03
×
(
ψ+
δSF
δψ+
− ψδSF
δψ
)
. (6)
The static action SF is defined as
SF =
∫
ddx
∫
dt
(
ψ+∂2ψ − 1
2
m2 +mh0,
− 1
4
g01(ψ
+ψ)2 + g02ψ
+ψm
)
.
The random forces fψ, fm are assumed to be Gaus-
sian random variables with zero means and correlators
Dψ, Dm with the white-noise correlations in time. Their
time-momentum (t, p ≡ |p|) representation then reads
Dψ(p, t, t
′) = λ0δ(t− t′), Dm(p, t, t′) = λ0u0p2δ(t− t′).
(7)
The constants g01, g02 and g03 define the intensity of
(self)interactions of the order parameter and m field; the
parameters λ0 and u0 relate to the diffusion coefficient,
b0 is an intermode coupling. All these parameters are
marked with the subscript “0” to distinguish them from
their renormalized counter-partners below.
At g02 = b0 = 0, the set of Eqs. (6) and (7) is trans-
formed into the equations for model E. As stated by
De Dominicis [47] and A. N. Vasil’ev [39] it probably
represents the IR stable limit of the initial model F.
At the transition to the superfluid hydrodynamics, i.e.
at the limit ν0 → 0, the Reynolds number increases
Re ≡ LV/ν0 → ∞, here ν0 denotes a coefficient of
molecular viscosity, L is an outer length of turbulence,
V is a characteristic (mean) velocity. Then, one neces-
sarily meets with a phenomenon of developed turbulence
[8, 54]. Unfortunately, in the above models E and F ve-
locity field and viscosity contributions are not taken into
account because of their IR irrelevance. The correspond-
ing dynamic effects are not investigated in the vicinity of
phase transition point yet. We will return to the IR irrel-
evance discussion with the canonical dimension analysis
below.
The stochastic dynamic model with the hydrodynamic
modes activated in the vicinity of the lambda point was
proposed in [42]. Random velocity fluctuations around
a mean velocity V are represented by the velocity field
v(x, t) which is now taken into consideration and as-
sumed to be transversal, divv = 0. In this paper we
restrict our attention to the case of incompressible fluid
mainly because under usual circumstances the fluid ve-
locity is much smaller than the sound velocity. In such
case [9] the fluid is virtually incompressible. Though it
is feasible to include also a longitudinal velocity part
[55, 56] into a model, such problem is much more de-
manding from the computational point of view. More-
over it also brings about other physical effects as sound
in turbulent media, shock waves etc. Already for critical
dynamics near the liquid-gas transition the elimination
of sound modes is not completely trivial [57]. These and
related issues are left for future research.
The equations were derived in accordance with the
equilibrium static limit [39] and Galilean invariance and
can be written in a compact notation
∇tϕa = ηa + (αab + βab)δS
st
δϕb
, ∇t ≡ ∂t + v · ∂, (8)
Sst = SF − 1
2
∫
ddx
∫
dtv2,
with the set of fields ϕa ∈ {ψ,ψ+,m,v} and the set of
random forces ηa ∈ {fψ, fψ+ , fm,fv}. The tensor α is
a symmetric matrix of Onsager coefficients and tensor β
represents an anti-symmetrical matrix of streaming coef-
ficients. According to the definition (see Section 5.9 in
[39]), their real-space representation reads :
αab =
 0 λ0 0 0λ0 0 0 00 0 −λ0u0∂2 0
0 0 0 −ν0∂2
 ,
βab =
 0 iλ0b0 iλ0g03ψ ψ∂−iλ0b0 0 −iλ0g03ψ+ ψ+∂−iλ0g03ψ iλ0g03ψ+ 0 m∂
−ψ∂ −ψ+∂ −m∂ 0
 .
(9)
5In fact, this is a generalization of the standard Langevin
equation (6) due to replacing of the partial derivative
∂t by the Lagrangian derivative ∇t. Indeed, the terms
−∂i(viψ), ∂i(vim), ∂i(viv) are essential to account for
Galilean invariance, but they have to enter only as inter-
mode coupling contributions in ∇tψ and ∇tm equations.
That is exhibited in the last column of the βab matrix
(9). Then, due to the antisymmetry condition on βab, the
terms in equation for ∇tv require a form corresponding
to the last line in βab [42, 48].
Finally, the dynamic equations (8) have the following
form: for ψ field
∂tψ + ∂i(viψ) = fψ + λ0(1 + ib0)[∂
2ψ
− g01(ψ+ψ)ψ/3 + g02mψ]
+ iλ0g03ψ[g02ψ
+ψ −m+ h0], (10)
for m field
∂tm+ ∂i(vim) = fm − λ0u0∂2[g02ψ+ψ −m+ h0]
+ iλ0g03[ψ
+∂2ψ − ψ∂2ψ+], (11)
for the velocity field v
∂tv + ∂i(viv) = fv + ν0∂
2v
− cψ+∂[∂2ψ − g01(ψ+ψ)ψ/3 + g02mψ]
− cψ∂[∂2ψ+ − g01(ψ+ψ)ψ+/3 + g02mψ+]
− cm∂[g02ψ+ψ −m+ h0] (12)
and equation for ψ+ field is given by complex conjugation
of Eq. 10. The model is extended here by the parameter
c in the last equation. It turns out to be convenient in the
IR analysis below. The substitution c = 1 corresponds
to the original stochastic problem (8).
The noise correlator of the force fv can be expressed
in the form
Dv(p, t, t
′) = g04ν30p
−δδ(t− t′) (13)
in the space with dimension d = 4 − . The additional
exponent δ allows for a deviation from the Kolmogorov
turbulent regime [8, 58].
In fact, there are two physically possible and interested
regimes. The first one is the regime with hydrodynamic
fluctuations near thermodynamic equilibrium that corre-
sponds to the values  = 1, δ = −1, g04 = 1/ν20 . The sec-
ond one is the Kolmogorov turbulent regime with  = 1,
δ = 4. In this case the noise (13) imitates the energy
injection to the system from a range of the largest ed-
dies [10, 11, 59], the constant g04 can be interpreted as
an energy dissipation rate per unit mass (see, e.g. [58])
and can be measured experimentally. The most advanced
approach to the study of developed turbulence is an in-
vestigation of its universal characteristics in the inertial
interval, that is an intermediate interval of wave numbers
(see, e.g. [54]).
Let us discuss the IR irrelevance of hydrodynamic
modes (see [7, 47]). The stochastic problem described
by the set of equations (8) with η-force noise (7), (13)
〈ηaηb〉 = Dab, Dab =
 0 λ0 0 0λ0 0 0 00 0 −λu0∂2 0
0 0 0 Dv

can be transformed into the field theoretic model by the
means of the Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) mechanism [49]
with the Dominicis-Janssen action
S = ϕ′aDabϕ
′
b + ϕ
′
a
(
−∇tϕa + (αab + βab)δS
st
δϕb
)
, (14)
where each ϕa field gets a complementary field ϕ
′
a ∈
{ψ+′, ψ′,m′,v′} and the proper equation of the sys-
tem (8) stands in large brackets. Auxiliary ϕ′a fields in
formula (14) appear in the MSR transformation proce-
dure as in the usual case of stochastic dynamic models.
These new fields are interpreted as response field vari-
ables [60, 61]. Thus, the constructed action is Gaussian
with respect to ϕ′a fields, the first term in (14) describes
the contributions of all stochastic noises. All necessary
integrations over chosen variables (space and time, wave
vectors and frequency or combined cases) and sum over
vector indices are implicitly assumed.
The standard calculation [39, 46] of canonical dimen-
sions for all fields and parameters of the action S is the
most straightforward way to analyze IR irrelevance. The
canonical dimensions of the model are presented in Ta-
ble I. The momentum dimension dp and the frequency
one dω can be determined independently. The total di-
mension d = dp+2dω is determined due to the dispersion
relation iω ∼ p2 between frequency ω and the momentum
vector p .
F p, 1/x ω, 1/t ψ, ψ+ ψ′, ψ+
′
m,m′ v v′
dpF 1 0
d
2
− 1 d
2
+ 1 d
2
−1 d+ 1
dωF 0 1 0 0 0 1 −1
dF 1 2
d
2
− 1 d
2
+ 1 d
2
1 d− 1
F λ0, ν0 u0, b0 g01 g02, g03 g04 c
dpF −2 0 4− d 4−d2 δ −(2 + d)
dωF 1 0 0 0 0 2
dF 0 0 4− d 4−d2 δ 2− d
Table I. Canonical dimensions of the fields and parameters for
model F with hydrodynamic modes activated.
6The first term of action (14) at ϕ′a = v
′ corresponds
to the v′Dvv′ contribution and represents the influence
of random velocity fluctuations on the critical behavior
of the system. It is proportional to the constant g04 that
stands in the noise Dv (13) and mimics stochasticity of
the velocity field. In the case of the thermal equilibrium
regime, as δ = −1, the canonical dimension of g04 is equal
to −1 (see Table I). Then the action term discussed is IR
irrelevant. In other words, the random velocity fluctua-
tions do not affect large-scale (infrared) asymptotics of all
physically relevant and experimentally measurable quan-
tities. Moreover, for all d > 2 the canonical dimension of
the parameter c is negative. Therefore, all correspond-
ing terms of the action are irrelevant and again can be
omitted. As opposed to the situation in Eq. (12), the IR
relevant dynamics of the v field corresponds in this case
to the Navier-Stokes equation
∂tv + ∂i(viv) = ν0∂
2v.
As a result, the velocity field v is not stochastic anymore,
its role in action (14) is reduced to the role of an external
field. It does not affect the critical behavior of the model
in full accordance with [7, 47].
To keep in play the stochastic hydrodynamic fluctua-
tions, we propose a scenario similar to the developed tur-
bulence [43, 62–64] and chemical reaction kinetics [45].
The remedy proposed in [43, 63] is a construction of a
double expansion in two small expansion parameters 
and δ. In other words it constitutes a generalization of
the famous Wilson −expansion [39, 46, 65]. For the log-
arithmic theory  = δ = 0, d = 4, all terms of action (14)
proportional to c can be omitted as the related canonical
dimensions are negative. Hence the IR relevant dynamics
of the v field is the following:
∂tv + ∂i(viv) = ν0∂
2v + fv, (15)
the dynamic equations for the basic fields ψ, ψ+, m (10),
(11) are not changed in the IR limit. The remaining
coupling constants are dimensionless simultaneously at
the starting point; the model is logarithmic.
In the following steps one calculates perturbative ex-
pansion in  and δ powers.
Note that the viscosity as well as the stochasticity en-
ter the equations in a nontrivial fashion. So the scaling
behavior of ν0 can be analyzed for both thermal equilib-
rium regime and Kolmogorov regime, respectively. Let
us stress that it is not a turbulence of superfluids but a
developed turbulence of random medium with the fields
ψ, ψ+ and m emerging in the vicinity of phase transition
point as a passive admixture.
IV. RENORMALIZATION AND
RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS
Let us refer to model F with activated hydrodynamic
modes as model Fh. Its field-theoretic action reads
S = 2λ0ψ
+′ψ′ − λ0u0m′∂2m′ + v′Dvv′
+ ψ+
′{−∂tψ − ∂i(viψ)+
+ λ0(1 + ib0)[∂
2ψ − g01(ψ+ψ)ψ/3 + g02mψ]
+ iλ0ψ[g07ψ
+ψ − g03m+ g03h0]}
+ ψ′{−∂tψ+ − ∂i(viψ+)
+ λ0(1− ib0)[∂2ψ+ − g01(ψ+ψ)ψ+/3 + g02mψ+]
− iλ0ψ+[g07ψ+ψ − g03m+ g03h0]}
+m′{−∂tm− ∂i(vim)− λ0u0∂2[−m+ g06ψ+ψ
+ h0] + iλg05[ψ
+∂2ψ − ψ∂2ψ+]}
+ v′{−∂tv + ν0∆v − ∂i(viv)}, (16)
where the following relations between charges (coupling
constants) are fulfilled:
g05 = g03, g06 = g02, g07 = g02g03. (17)
In the framework of the double (, δ) expansion the loga-
rithmic theory does not have a static limit which changes
the renormalization scheme.We stress that the introduc-
tion of the new coupling constants g05, g06, g07 restores
the multiplicative renormalizability of the model.
The following notes are essential for the renormaliza-
tion procedure.
The fields ψ, ψ+, m can be considered as passive
scalars for the v field because graphs with external v,
v′ lines do not include internal lines of other fields.
Renormalization constants of the terms ϕ′a∂i(viϕ
+
a )
and ϕ′a∂tϕ
+
a , for which the generic notation Z is used be-
low, are the same for ϕa = ψ,ψ
+,m due to the Galilean
invariance. There are no counterterms of the correspond-
ing terms at ϕa = v, as in the usual developed tur-
bulence theory. The nonlocal counterterms of v′Dvv′
type are absent. The renormalization constants of the
ψ,ψ+ fields can be chosen to be real due to the sym-
metry of the action with respect to a transformation
{ψ,ψ′} → eir{ψ,ψ′}, {ψ+, ψ′+} → e−ir{ψ+, ψ′+}, simi-
larly to the static theory [39].
The field theoretic action of the theory (16) obviously
has to be real. Introduction of the independent coupling
constants g03, g06, g07 allows us to make a model multi-
plicatively renormalizable. All renormalization constants
for parameters and fields of the mode are real except
Zψ′ , Zψ′+ . It is convenient to express the constant ν0 as
ν0 = u01λ0 via a new dimensionless coupling constant
u01. The relations between bare and renormalized con-
stants then read
λ0 = λZλ, ν0 = νZν ,
u0 = uZu, b0 = bZb,
g01 = g1µ
Zg1 , g02 = g2µ
/2Zg2 ,
g03 = g3µ
/2Zg3 , g04 = g4µ
δZg4 . (18)
Renormalization of the fields is achieved through the re-
placements
ψ → ψZψ, ψ+ → ψ+Zψ+ ,
7ψ′ → ψ′Zψ′ , ψ+′ → ψ+′Zψ+′ ,
m→ mZm, m′ → m′Zm′ ,
v → vZv, v′ → v′Zv′ . (19)
The renormalization constants Z are calculated in the
MS scheme [46]. In this scheme they can be represented
in the form Z = 1+[Z] where [Z] denotes the pole part in
arbitrary linear combinations of the parameters  and δ.
In this notation the computation of the following coun-
terterms:
2λ[Z1]ψ
+′ψ′, −λu[Z2]m′∂2m′, −[Z3]ψ+′∂tψ,
+ λ[Z4]ψ
+′∂2ψ, −λ[Z5]ψ+′(ψ+ψ)ψ/3, λ[Z6]ψ+′mψ,
− [Z3]∗ψ′∂tψ+, −λ[Z5]∗ψ′(ψ+ψ)ψ+/3, λ[Z4]∗ψ′∂2ψ+,
λ[Z6]
∗ψ′mψ+, λ[Z7]m′∂2m, λm′ψ+[Z8]ψ,
v′ν[Z9]∆v. (20)
is necessary, where we have introduced counterterms [Zi]
(index i in the following will always run from 0, 1, . . . , 9).
Further by comparing expressions (16) and (20) the rela-
tions between [Zi] and the renormalization constants of
the model (18), (19) can be derived in a straightforward
fashion
ZλZψ+′Zψ′ = 1 + [Z1], ZλZuZ
2
m′ = 1 + [Z2],
Zψ+′Zψ = 1 + [Z3],
ZλZψ+′Zψ(1 + ibZb) = (1 + ib) + [Z4],
ZλZψ+′Zψ((1 + ibZb)g1Zg1/3− ig7Zg7)
= (1 + ib)g1/3− ig7 + [Z5]/3,
ZλZmZψ+′Zψ((1 + ibZb)g2Zg2 − ig3Zg3)
= (1 + ib)g2 − ig3 + [Z6],
ZλZuZm′Zmu = u+ [Z7], Zm′Zm = 1,
ZλZψ+′ZψZm′(uZu(p+ q)
2g6Zg6 − i(q2 − p2)g5Zg5)
= u(p+ q)2g6 − i(q2 − p2)g5 + [Z8],
Zν = 1 + [Z9], Zν = ZλZu1 , Zg4Z
3
ν = 1. (21)
In contrast to the renormalization constants for pa-
rameters (18) and fields (19) the counterterms [Zi] can
contain both real and imaginary parts. Moreover, the
counterterm [Z8] depends in a nontrivial way on exter-
nal momenta p and q that are carried by the fields ψ(p)
and ψ+(q), respectively. The notation p = |p|, q = |q| is
assumed here.
The Feynman diagrammatic technique is based on
the interaction vertices connected by lines (propagators).
The propagators of the model have the following form:
∆mm =
2λuk2
ω2 + λ2u2k4
, ∆m′m =
1
iω + λuk2
= ∆∗mm′ ,
∆ijvv =
g4ν
3k−δP kij
ω2 + ν2k4
, ∆ijv′v =
P kij
iω + νk2
= ∆ijvv′
∗
,
∆ψ′ψ+ =
1
iω + λ(1− ib)k2 = ∆
∗
ψψ+′ ,
∆ψ+ψ′ =
1
−iω + λ(1− ib)k2 = ∆
∗
ψ+′ψ,
∆ψψ+ =
2λ
(ω − iλk2(1− ib))(ω + iλk2(1 + ib)) = ∆
∗
ψ+ψ.
The interaction vertices [39] correspond to the vertex fac-
tors Vψ+′ψv, Vψ+′ψ+ψψ, Vψ+′mψ, Vm′mv, Vm′ψ+ψ, Vv′vv
plus their complex conjugates. Their explicit form can
be easily obtained from the action (16).
A prescription for the multiplicative renormalization
is now determined by expressions (21). To the one-loop
approximation we obtain the following relations:
[Zλ] = Re([Z4]− [Z3](1 + ib)),
[Zb] = [Z4]− [Z3](1 + ib)− (1 + ib)[Zλ]/(ib),
[Zψ′ ] = ([Z1]− [Zλ])/2− iIm([Z3]),
[Zψ] = [Z3]− [Zψ′ ]∗,
[Zu] = [Z7]− [Zλ],
[Zm′ ] = −[Zm] = ([Z2]− [Zλ]− [Zu])/2,
g1[Zg1 ] = 3Re
(
[Z5]− ([Zλ] + 2[Zψ] + [Z3])
× ((1 + ib)g1/3− ig7)− ib[Zb]g1/3
)
,
g7[Zg7 ] = −Im
(
[Z5]− ([Zλ] + 2[Zψ] + [Z3])
× {(1 + ib)g1/3− ig7)− ib[Zb]g1/3
− ib[Zg1 ]g1/3}
)
,
g2[Zg2 ] = Re([Z6]− ((1 + ib)g2 − ig3)([Zλ]+
+ [Zm] + [Z3])),
[Zu1 ] = [Zν ]− [Zλ]
g3[Zg3 ] = −Im([Z6]− ((1 + ib)g2 − ig3)([Zλ]+
+ [Zm] + [Z3])− ibg2[Zg2 ]− ibg2[Zb])),
ug6[Zg6 ] = g6u(2[Zψ]− [Zλ]− [Zm′ ]− [Zu])−
− [Z8]/4/q2|p=q,
[Zg4 ] = −3[Zν ]
g5[Zg5 ] = −g5([Zλ] + [Zm′ ] + 2[Zψ])−
− i∂p[Z8]|q=−p/(2p),
[Zν ] = [Z9]. (22)
The contributions of all graphs to the Zi constants are
collected in Appendix. Graphs 1 and 2 contribute to Z1.
Graphs 3 and 4 contribute to Z2. Expression for Z3 is a
sum of contributions of 5-7 marked with symbol ω. The
contributions of the graphs№ 5–7 to Z4 are marked by p2;
Z5 is a sum of contributions of № 8–29; Z6 corresponds
to № 30-34, Z7 – № 35-40; Z8 – № 41-47; Z9 – № 48, 49.
V. FIXED POINTS
The anomalous dimensions γ of the renormalization
group equation (γ functions henceforth) are defined as
8follows [39, 46]:
γα = −
∑
i
egi∂gi [Zα], i = 1, 2, . . . 7, (23)
where α ∈ {ψ,ψ′,m,m′, v′, v′, gi, u, u1, λ, ν, b}.
It is appropriate to rescale the coupling constants
gi/(8pi
2)→ gi if i = 1, 4, 7;
gi/
√
8pi2 → gi if i = 2, 3, 5, 6. (24)
Unfortunately, the one-loop approximation for renormal-
ization constants as well as for RG functions yields ex-
pressions that are too large to be published in this paper.
Even the truncated system for model Eh (model Fh at
b = g2 = g6 = g7 = 0) published in [48] yields very cum-
bersome renormalization constants. The corresponding
anomalous dimensions are then
γλ =
3g4u
2
1
8(1 + u1)
+
g23
(1 + u)3
+
g3g5u(2 + u)
(1 + u)3
,
γu = − g
2
3
(1 + u)3
− g3g5(u
3 + u2 − 3u− 1)
2u(1 + u)3
+
3g4u
2
1(1 + u1 − uu1 − u2)
8u(1 + u1)(u+ u1)
,
γg3 = −
3g4u
2
1
8(1 + u1)
− g
2
3
(1 + u)3
+
g25
4u
− g3g5(1 + 3u+ 11u
2 + 5u3)
4u(1 + u)3
,
γg5 = −
3g4u
2
1(1 + 2u+ 2u1)
8(1 + u1)(u+ u1)
+
g23(2 + 9u+ 3u
2)
2(1 + u)3
− g3g5(5u+ 23u
2 + 9u3 − 1)
4u(1 + u)3
− g
2
5
4u
,
γg1 = −
3g4u
2
1
4(1 + u1)
− 5g1
3
− 6g
2
3g5(g3 − g5)
ug1(1 + u)
+
2g3(1 + 3u+ u
2)(g3 − g5)
(1 + u)3
,
γu1 = −
g23
(1 + u)3
− g3g5u(2 + u)
(1 + u)3
+
g4(1 + u1 − 3u21)
8(1 + u1)
,
γm =
g3g5
4u
− g
2
5
4u
, γm′ = −g3g5
4u
+
g25
4u
,
γψ = γψ+ =
3g4u
2
1
16(1 + u1)
− g3(g3 − g5)(2 + 4u+ u
2)
2(1 + u)3
,
γψ′ = γψ+′ = −
3g4u
2
1
16(1 + u1)
+
g3(g3 − g5)u(2 + u)
2(1 + u)3
,
γν =
g4
8
, γg4 =
3g4
8
.
A misprint in [48] is corrected here.
As for RG -functions there are ten β-functions
βκ = κ(−eκ − γκ), κ ∈ {gi, u, u1},
where the canonical dimensions eg1 = eg7 = , eg2 =
eg3 = eg5 = eg6 = /2, eg4 = δ, eu = eu1 = 0 correspond
to the dimensions in Table I and formula (17). The sys-
tem of equations
βκ = 0, κ ∈ {gi, u, u1} (25)
has about 210 different solutions; in principle each of
them corresponds to a fixed point. The stability of a
point is determined by the set of eigenvalues ω for the
first derivative matrix Ω = {Ωik = ∂βi/∂gk}, here β is
the full set of βi functions and g is the full set of charges,
i, k ∈ {gi, u, u1}. The IR asymptotic behavior is governed
by the IR stable fixed points with a positive-definite Ω
matrix.
It is important that the stability analysis yields dif-
ferent results as one takes into consideration a different
number of the perturbation order. For example, in the
standard model F it was shown [39, 47] that the one-loop
results did not lead to the correct IR fixed point.
The majority of the fixed points can be found only by
the numerical calculations. Some fraction of them can be
immediately discarded, because they fall out of the re-
gion with admissible values for physical parameters. The
calculation of a full solution for the system (25) has no
sense because of the stability problem discussed below.
This is why we have attempted to investigate the system
specifically in the different regimes, rather than solving
it. Furthermore, we reduce the model with respect to
Table II in order to discuss the relationship between dif-
ferent models of critical dynamics.
Standard model F Model Eh Standard model E
g4 = 0 g2 = g6 = g7 = 0 g2 = g4 = g6 = g7 = 0
u1 = 0 b = 0 u1 = b = 0, g3 = g5
Table II. Relationship between different models of critical dy-
namic.
Regarding searching for solutions of RG equations we
would like to make the following comment. From the
numerical point of view it is easier to look for IR stable
points, because solutions of flow equations (given by Gell-
Mann-Lo¨w equations) directly flow into the stable fixed
points. However, it is practically impossible to deter-
mine unstable regimes in this way. Obviously, analytical
solutions are of decisive importance.
A. Turbulent scaling regime,  = 1, δ = 4
In this regime the numerical analysis reveals an IR
stable fixed point
g4∗ = 10.(6), u∗ = 1, u1∗ = 0.7675919,
b∗ = g1∗ = g2∗ = g3∗ = g5∗ = g6∗ = g7∗ = 0. (26)
The one loop approximation at this fixed point gives the
following anomalous dimensions γi and eigenvalues of the
9Ω matrix:
γν = γλ = 1.(3), γψ = −γψ′ = 1.(3), γm = γm′ = 0,
ω = {2.087, 1.666, 0.833, 4, 2.921}. (27)
As was mentioned above, the many-loop calculations
could change the stability of the fixed points. The fixed
points of model Eh turn out to be unstable in the context
of model Fh, but this instability could appear at the one-
loop approximation only. Then let us include the fixed
points of Eh model into consideration and overview them.
The fixed points of model Eh were published in [48];
the stable fixed points are listed in Tab. III, the unstable
ones in Tab. IV.
FP FP1 FP2 FP3 FP4
g1 0 0
3
5
ε 3
5
ε
g3 0 0 ε
1/2 ε1/2
g5 0 0 ε
1/2 ε1/2
g4 0
8δ
3
0 8δ
3
u 0 1 1 1
u1 0
1+
√
13
6
0 0
Table III. Stable fixed points for model Eh.
The detailed analysis of these points can be found in
[48] as well as the discussion about the IR stabilizing
influence of the g1ψ
+′ψ+ψ2 term and destabilizing con-
tributions of the velocity fluctuations.
The charges u and u1 are not expansion parameters.
In fact they denote so-called non-perturbative charges.
As shown in previous works [47, 66] from the RG per-
spective such parameters can also acquire infinite values
in the fixed point and there are no inconsistencies within
perturbation theory. From a physical point of view it
is actually necessary to consider also a limiting case as
u→∞ or u1 →∞ because such regimes can be possible
candidates for a stable point of model E. Therefore, it
FP FP5 FP6 FP7 FP8 FP9
g1 0
3−2δ
5
3−2δ
5
0 0
g3 0 0 0 ε
1/2 ε1/2
g5
√
2(−19+√13)δ+18ε
3
√
2(−19+√13)δ+18ε
3
0 ε1/2 ε1/2
g4
8δ
3
8δ
3
8δ
3
0 8δ
3
u 1 1 1 1 1
u1
1+
√
13
6
1+
√
13
6
1+
√
13
6
0 0
Table IV. Unstable fixed points for Eh model.
FP FP1I FP2I FP3I FP4I FP5I
g1 0
3
5
3
5
1
5
(3− 2δ) 1
5
(3− 2δ)
g23/u 0
2
3
2
3
0 0
g25/u 0
2
3
2
3
0 2− 2δ
g4 0 0
8δ
3
8δ
3
8δ
3
1/u 0 0 0 0 0
u1 0 0 0
1
6
(1 +
√
13) 1
6
(1 +
√
13)
Table V. Fixed points for model Eh, u→∞
FP FP1II FP2II FP3II FP4II FP5II
g1 0 0
3
5
3
5
(− 2δ) 3
5
(− 2δ)
g3 0 0 0 0 0
g5 0
√
2
√
2 0
√
2(− 4δ)
g4/u 0 0 0
8δ
3
8δ
3
u 0 1 1 1 1
1/u1 0 0 0 0 0
Table VI. Fixed points for model Eh, u1 →∞
seems reasonable to consider specific limits as their val-
ues tend to infinity. It yields additional fixed points. In
the case of u→∞, the fixed points obtained are collected
in Table V. The case u1 → ∞ (case II) are presented in
Table VI. The case when both charges u and u1 tend to
infinity simultaneously can be found in Table VII.
There exists a more nontrivial fixed point of model
Eh when all charges obtain nonzero values. The related
exact expression was not calculated in [48] because the
fixed point and its stability region depend on the /δ
ratio and this makes the γ structure very inconvenient for
analytical treatment. Our direct numerical calculation in
the turbulent regime yields now the unstable point with
FP FP1III FP2III FP3III FP4III FP5III
g1 0 0
3
5
3
5
(− 2δ) 3
5
(− 2δ)
f3 0
2
3
2
3
0 0
f5 0
2
3
2
3
0 2(− 3δ)
f4 0 0 0
8δ
3
8δ
3
w 0 0 0 0 0
w1 0 0 0 0 0
Table VII. Fixed points for model Eh, u, u1 →∞
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the following location:
u∗ = 0.756, u1∗ = 0.833, g1∗ = 4.808,
g3∗ = 1.449, g5∗ = −1.021, g4∗ = 32/3,
and ω indices
ω ∈ {−12, 984, 3.646,−1.889,−2.328± .257i, 4}.
Need to say that the corresponding nontrivial fixed point
with a physically consistent value (g4 > 0) is absent in
the equilibrium regime for model Eh.
B. Thermal equilibrium regime,  = 1, δ = −1
In this regime the numerical analysis of model Fh has
not exhibited the existence of the IR stable fixed points
of the system (25). Apparently, this is not a physical
result as the one-loop approximation is not sufficient in
this case. For example, the system (25) reduced to the
standard model F leads to the stable fixed point u∗ =
1.366, b∗ = 0.655, g1∗ = 1.199, g2∗ = 0.447, g3∗ =
1.280. Similarly, the four-loop calculations in the static
model C prove the stable scaling regime of the standard
model F corresponds to model E with b∗ = 0, g2∗ = 0
[39]. Then we can state that the multi-loop calculations
are necessary to make relevant conclusions.
Dynamic Eqs. (10),(11) and (15) demonstrate that the
basic fields ψ, ψ+, m play a role of passive scalars for the
hydrodynamic modes. That causes the exact perturba-
tive statements g4∗ = 0, γg4∗ = 0 at the IR stable fixed
point for δ < 0. Another exact expression γg4 = −3γν
yields the relation γν∗ = 0 in this regime. The next
explicit formula γν = γλ + γu1 leads to the relation
γλ∗ = −γu1∗ for the corresponding fixed point. Using the
fixed point equation βu1 = u1∗γu1 = 0 one can observe
two possibilities. The former one is γλ∗ = −γu1∗ = 0 and
the dynamic index z is rigorously equal to 2 and in the
latter u1∗ = 0. As renormalization constants depend on
the combination g4u
2
1, in this case the elements of the Ω
matrix related to ∂βk/∂g4 are equal to 0.
Thus, in this case the parameter u1 does not affect
the fixed points and its stability. However, in general
the hydrodynamic modes have influence on the stability
analysis as they lead to the new multiplicatively renor-
malized charges g5, g6, g7. These new charges produce
new columns and rows in the Ω matrix and then they
are essential in the analysis of the fixed points stability.
Let us remind that this analysis is the main problem of
model F at this point.
Our most interesting achievement in the equilibrium
regime is a new way to analyze the stability for the stan-
dard model E. Indeed, some of the fixed points of model
Eh presented in Tables III-VII correspond to the stan-
dard model E [39]. They must obey g4 = u1 = 0 and
g3 = g5, in accordance with Table II. Besides, they are
stable in the thermal equilibrium regime, i.e. in the re-
gion  > 0, δ < 0. It was the points FP3 and FP2I
that obeyed these constraints. This coincides with a well
known two-loop result [39], though it is unknown which
of these two points is stable for the standard model E.
In the framework of model Fh these two points have the
following ω indices:
FP3 : ω ∈{−0.1, 0, 0.055, 0.25, 0.75, ,
1.5, 1.92,−δ},
FP2I : ω ∈{−0.333,−0.01,−0.05, 0.666, ,
1.3, 2.15,−δ}.
That means that the point FP3 seems to be more IR
stable with respect to the hydrodynamics effects.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the previous chapters we have shown that all val-
ues of the critical exponents are drastically changed as a
result of the turbulent background. Specifically, charges
of the fields ψ, ψ+, m that govern the standard critical
behavior vanish at the IR stable critical point in the pres-
ence of developed turbulence (see (26)). In other words,
the developed turbulence destroys critical fluctuations.
This fact has a simple physical explanation. It is well
known that critical behavior of the system is accompa-
nied by an unbounded growth of a correlation radius. On
the other hand, in the background of developed turbu-
lence, the cascade of the eddies takes place [8]. Due to the
decay of large eddies into smaller ones, the kinetic energy
is transferred from the largest to the smallest scales and
dissipates. Thus it is reasonable to expect that precisely
these eddies (and related cascade mechanism) confine the
growth of the correlation radius which crucially changes
the critical behavior. Moreover, for the above turbulent
regime we have calculated the scaling exponent of effec-
tive viscosity which turned out to be equal to 4/3 (see
(27)) and, therefore, coincides with the well-known fully
developed turbulence value.
We have investigated the regime of equilibrium fluctu-
ations, carried out the analysis and classification of the
corresponding fixed points and made some assumptions
related to their stability taking into account the pecu-
liarities of the extended model Fh. Then, the critical
dimension of viscosity vanishes in the regime of equilib-
rium fluctuations to all orders in the perturbation theory.
Nevertheless, we need to be careful in the analysis of
the obtained results. The corollary gained from the anal-
ysis of the thermal equilibrium regime suggests that one-
loop calculations of models Eh and Fh are not sufficient
to make a definite conclusion about the stability of fixed
points. Indeed, in the one-loop approximation of model
F the fixed point mentioned at the beginning of Section
V B is found as IR stable in the equilibrium regime. How-
ever, the comparison of the four-loop and five-loop static
results [39] with the two-loop expressions in model E [47]
yields the conclusion g2 = 0. It was the fixed point of
model E that is suitable for description of the true phase
transition point. By analogy, next orders of perturbation
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corrections can change the sign of the ω index and mod-
ify the stability analysis in the presence of the turbulent
background.
To make a final conclusion, we assert that the calcu-
lations in the regime with the dominance of equilibrium
fluctuations seem to be incomplete. For proper analy-
sis of the theory, high-order calculations with inclusion
of turbulent fluctuations and consequent resummation
procedure are needed. However, even the one-loop ap-
proximation leads to 48 Feynman graphs. The related
calculations were possible only due to a multiple cross-
checking of results within authors’ group. The calcula-
tions of multi-loop contributions, evidently, require algo-
rithmization of the work.
The corresponding multi-loop algorithms were elabo-
rated in the cycle of articles [67]; however, their applica-
bility is limited by the models without non-perturbative
charges like u and u1 in model Fh. More exactly, the cal-
culations are possible as the fixed points including non-
perturbation charges are calculated at a lower order of
perturbation theory. Subsequently the obtained values
can be used in calculations of Feynman graphs to the
next perturbation order.
In addition to the above stated results, the list of fixed
points having a chance to become stable in the multi-
loop approximation can be considered as a starting point
for high-order computer calculations. This information
can be considered as an important contribution to the
final decision which model (E or F) is suitable for a de-
scription of a phase transition to the superfluid state and
whether the turbulent background gives a contribution
to the experimentally observed quantities.
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VII. APPENDIX
We use the following notation for the vertex factors:
= −λ
(
g1
3
− i
(
bg1
3
− g2g3
))
,
= −λ
(
g1
3
+ i
(
bg1
3
− g2g3
))
,
= 1, = 1,
= 1, = 1,
= λ(g2 − i(bg2 − g3)),
= λ(g2 + i(bg2 − g3)),
iλg5(p
2 − q2)− uλg6(p+ q)2.
In this graph p and q are the arguments ascribed to
ψ(p), ψ+(q), respectively.
The diagrams are numerated as follows:
1. ; 2. ;
3. ; 4. ;
5. ; 6. ;
7. ; 8. ;
9. ; 10. ;
11. ; 12. ;
13. ; 14. ;
15. ; 16. ;
17. ; 18. ;
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19. ; 20. ;
21. ; 22. ;
23. ; 24. ;
25. ; 26. ;
27. ; 28. ;
29. ; 30. ;
31. ; 32. ;
33. ; 34. ;
35. ; 36. ;
37. ; 38.
X
X
X
;
39.
X
X
; 40.
X
X X
;
41. ; 42. ;
43. ; 44. ;
45. ; 46. ;
47. ; 48. .
The results for the diagrams below contain the follow-
ing abbreviations
G1+ = ig7 + g1(1− ib)/3, G1− = ig7 − g1(1 + ib)/3,
G2+ = g2 + i(bg2 − g3), G2− = g2 − i(bg2 − g3),
G5+ = ig5 + ug6, G5− = ig5 − ug6,
P = (p+ q)2, Q = (p+ q) · q,
b+ = 1 + u+ ib, b− = 1 + u− ib,
b1 = 1 + ib, b1+ = 1 + u1 + ib,
b2 = 1− ib, b2+ = 1 + u1 − ib,
u+ = u1 + u,
and the coupling constants scaling (24). The results for
simple poles of each diagram have the form:
№1 ⇒ −G2+G2−(1 + u)/(b+b−),
№3 ⇒ −3g4u21/(8uu+δ),
№4 ⇒ −g25/(2u),
№5∼ p2 ⇒ −3g4u21/(8b1+δ),
№6∼ iω ⇒ −G22+/(b2+),
№6∼ p2 ⇒ −G22+b1u/(b3+),
№7∼ iω ⇒ −G5+G2+/(b2+),
№7∼ p2 ⇒ −ig5G2+[1 + 3u+ u2 + ib
×(2 + 3u+ ib)]/(b3+) + ug6G2+b21/(b3+),
№8 ⇒ G21−/(b1),
№9 ⇒ 2G21−/,
№10 ⇒ −2G1+G1−/,
№11 ⇒ G22+G1−/(b+b1),
№12 ⇒ G5+G2+G1−/(b+b1),
№13 ⇒ 2G22+G1−/(b2+),
№14 ⇒ G2+G2−G1−/(b+b−),
№15 ⇒ −G5−G2+G1−(b+ + 2)/(2b+b−b1),
№16 ⇒ G5+G2+G1−(b+ + 2)/(b2+),
№17 ⇒ −G5+G2+G1+/(b+),
№18 ⇒ 2G1−G2+G2−(1 + u)/(b+b−),
№19 ⇒ G1−G5+G2−/(b+),
№20 ⇒ −G1−G5−G2+/(b−),
№21 ⇒ −G1−G5−G2+/(2b+b1),
№22 ⇒ −G5−G32+(u+ b+)/(2ub2+b1),
№23 ⇒ −G5+G5−G22+(2 + u)/(2ub+b−b1),
№24 ⇒ G5+G22+G2−(2u2 + 2u+ b+)
/(2ub−b2+),
№25 ⇒ G25+G2+G2−/(2b2+),
№26 ⇒ −G5+G5−G22+[(2 + u)(1 + u)
+iub]/(2ub+b−b+),
№27 ⇒ G5+G22+G2−/(2ub+b−),
№28 ⇒ −G5−G32+/(2ub2+),
№29 ⇒ −G5+G5−G22+/(2b2+b1),
№30 ⇒ −G32+/(b2+),
№31 ⇒ −G5+G22+(2 + b+)/(2b2+),
№32 ⇒ −G5+G2−G2+/(2b+),
№33 ⇒ −G1−G2−/,
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№34 ⇒ −G1−G2+/,
№38 ⇒ −(3g4u21)/(8uu+δ),
№39 ⇒ ig5G2−b1/(4u) + g6G2−/(2),
№40 ⇒ −ig5G2+b2/(4u) + g6G2+/(2),
№41 ⇒ −3G5+g4Qu21b1+/{8u+δ[(u1 + 1)2
+b2]},
№42 ⇒ −g25G2+(b2P/2− uQ/b−)/{2
×(1 + u− ib)} − iug6g5G2+P/(2b−)
+u2g26G2+P/(2b−)− iug6g5G2+b2
×(P/2 +Q/b−)/(2b−),
№43 ⇒ −ig5G2+G2−u[(u2 + 2u− b2 + 1)
×(P − 2Q)− ib(u2 + 4u+ b2 + 3)P ]
/(2b2+b
2
−) + ug6G2+G2−[(1 + u)P ]/(b+b−),
№44 ⇒ −g25G2−[b1P/2− u(P −Q)/b+]/(2b+)
+iug6g5G2−b1[P/2 + (P −Q)/b+]/(2b+)
+iug6g5G2−P/(2b+) + u2g26G2−P/(2b+),
№45 ⇒ G5−3g4u21b2+(P −Q)/(8b1+b2+u+δ),
№46 ⇒ −ig5G1−Pb2/(2) + ug6G1−P/,
№47 ⇒ −ig5G1+b1P/(2)− ug6G1+P/,
№48 ⇒ −(g4u1)/(8δ).
The other diagram contributions to the renormalization
constants (№2, 35, 36, 37) are equal to zero.
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